Official Rules for Windsor Football Giveaway
ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS: Employees, students and agents of KEOM 88.5 FM and the
members of their immediate families (spouses, parents, children and siblings, regardless of
where they reside) and those living in the same household of each (whether related or not), are
not eligible to win. Winners cannot claim a prize if they have won any prize on KEOM 88.5 FM
within the past 60 days.
This giveaway is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. By
participating, winner agrees to comply with these Official Rules and the decisions of KEOM
88.5 FM, which are final and binding in all respects, and winner agrees to waive any right to
claim ambiguity in the promotion or official rules, except where prohibited by law.
Winners are required to provide truthful information and KEOM 88.5 FM will reject and delete
any winner claim that it discovers to be false or fraudulent. KEOM 88.5 FM will disqualify a
winner who does not meet the eligibility requirements.
PRIZE: $25 Gift certificate from Windsor Florist. KEOM 88.5 FM will mail or email a
confirmation letter of the prize to the winner to be used as a gift certificate in order to claim their
prize. Gift certificate/letter must be redeemed by the date indicated in the KEOM 88.5 FM
confirmation letter.
TO WIN listen to KEOM 88.5 FM during the “live” sports broadcast and call the specific phone
number given during the broadcast after the second score in the game by either team (phone
number changes depending upon the location of the broadcast facility). All eligibility
requirements must be meet to claim the prize.
At the time of the call, the caller will be required to provide all information requested, including
their full name (first & last), complete address including zip code ( P.O. boxes are not permitted),
and valid phone number.
If the caller is disconnected or otherwise found to be ineligible, the prize will be forfeited.
KEOM 88.5 FM will take another call to be the potential prize winner.
CONDITIONS: By participating in the giveaway, winners consent to KEOM 88.5 FM
contacting them by phone at the telephone number given. Participation in the giveaway and/or
acceptance of the prize constitutes winner’s permission for KEOM 88.5 FM to use his/her name,
prize won, hometown, voice, likeness, and/or any statements made by him/her regarding the
prize, its sponsors, or KEOM 88.5 FM for publicity or promotion without notice or any financial
or other compensation, notification or permission, except where prohibited by law.
Fees and rates associated with participants’ phone calls to KEOM 88.5 FM by phone shall solely
be the responsibility of the caller/entrant. Message and data rates may apply per the entrant’s
carrier.
RESULTS: Winners’ list can be viewed from contest page.

